
Math 103B Winter 2006 HW 8HW Due Friday 3/17/06 in lassAll exerise and page numbers refer to Gallian, 6th edition.0. These exerises are suggestions for extra pratie at home or in setionand are not to be turned in.Gallian Chapter 20, #17, 19Gallian Chapter 31, #3, 5, 7, 131. Gallian Chapter 20, #6.2. Let g(x) = x3 + 2x + 1 2 Q [x℄. Let � 2 C be a root of g over theomplex numbers (do not try to �nd � expliitly; you don't need to in orderto do this problem.) You may quote the theorem we proved in lass onWednesday 3/8.(a). Find the minimal polynomial of � over Q .(b). Explain how you know thatK = Q + Q� + Q�2 = fa+ b�+ �2ja; b;  2 Qgis a sub�eld of C .(). Find expliit a; b;  2 Q suh that ��1 = a + b� + �2 (note thatsome suh expression must exist sine K is a �eld.)(d). Find the degree of the �eld extension Q � Q(�). Reall that this isde�ned to be the dimension of Q(�) as a vetor spae over Q .1



3. Let G = 26641 0 0 0 1 1 10 1 0 0 1 0 10 0 1 0 1 1 00 0 0 1 0 1 13775.Use this matrix to form an error orreting ode V . The ode words inV are all vetors in Z72 whih are in the image of the linear transformation �whih takes a row vetor v 2 Z42 to the row vetor vG 2 Z72. While writingdown all expliitly all 16 ode words may make some parts of this problemeasier, it is possible to answer all the parts without resorting to this tedioustask.(a). Find the weight of the ode V .(b). Let t be the maximum number of errors the ode an orret. Findt. Find an expliit example of t+1 errors made to a ode word v 2 V , wherethese errors are not orretable.(). Let s be the maximum number of errors the ode an detet. Finds. Find an expliit example of s + 1 errors made to a ode word v 2 V ,where these errors are not detetable.(d). Find the parity hek matrix H for this ode. Suppose you reeivethe word 1101110 as part of a message, and you know that at most one errorwas made in the transmission. Using H, deide if there is an error in thereeived word, and if so, deide what the sent word atually was.
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